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There once was a little alienboy
And he went by the name of lunartoy
He lived on the moon with histoyspaceship
Aspiringto make his own for a trip

Lunarby thenbegan to seehowhis rocketwouldcometo be
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Test numbertwo Rotation XY planewas similar to the first in how the rocket flew
wings in the plane of jrotation

Once again therocket rotated
and Wnewby notaded hsku.euYnnjnu9a
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mass is further from axis ofrotationTest numberthree largemoment of inertiawas as surprising as can be
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Anywobble or rotation off of the axis
would lead to a trad rotation in the Xyplane Rotation Y 2 Plane
no matterhowmuch hewouldpractice
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with somelinear algebra a
lunar log could figure it out x q
There was some momentvector
accumulating in an axis it wasn'tturningabout I I

suppose the rocket wings Pwere not perfectlylined upwith XY plane I
But ratherjusttiltedso thewings have a centripetal forceto obtain

Rotation Y2 Plane
From Newtonian physics we know that there
exists centripitalforce when a massexists off of the axis of rotation
now Since the wings are not perfectlyaligned with the rotatingplane

there exists a distance between the axis of rotation and the rocket's axis
of symmetry

now look at the rocket from the X axis
there now exists a contripital force pushing the _f ywing tip away from the axis of rotation
green dot without any structure topull itinwards



This extra centripited forceexists on both sides of the rocket
because of it's symmetry

Therefore after multiple tilted rotationsabout the X axis
these extra torquevectors buildup and flip the ship


